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Ilse Schrittesser and Maria Spindler 

Editorial 
Between and Beyond Theory and Practice

The question of how individuals and collectives learn and develop compe-
tences for professional growth and success in a wide range of professions 
has become a key topic of debate in recent years  The notion that successful 
professional practice is achieved only by learning relevant theoretical know-
ledge ignores the crucial action component, while learning focused solely 
on practice leaves out the important theory component  Therefore, while 
some call for a theoretical orientation, and others suggest that “practice 
makes perfect”, we argue that sound theory tested in practice, and practical 
 decisions examined on the basis of research-based theory, create “actionable 
know ledge”  In this way, professionals combine and integrate theory and 
practice to develop practical solutions to real world problems  Professionals 
nowadays work in conditions of uncertainty where success is determined 
by assessment of the situation and customization of actions, rather than by 
the application of routine  or technical solutions  Accordingly, professionals 
are expected to be flexible, capable and immediately able to respond effec-
tively to situations that are of high importance to individuals and society  
They are expected to develop  a type of hybrid expertise in their field, which 
allows  them both to base their decisions on solid academic knowledge and 
to respond effectively to critical situations  The present issue of COS presents 
a variety of  approaches to this topic from a range of different professional 
fields such as consulting, business and teaching 

Ilse Schrittesser’s article starts off with a general discussion on what the 
theory-practice space may offer to professionals when viewed as a prolific 
resource  of innovation and knowledge creation  She examines the recent 
trend in which a focus on theory seems to be becoming more and more 
 obsolete in professional fields and a philosophy of “what works” appears 
instead to be assuming  prominence  According to Schrittesser, the reasons 
for this change of mind might be that the complexities and challenges of 
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a fast-changing world are shattering the belief in the traditional research-
to-practice model and that there is a desire for quick, short-term effects 
as  opposed to long-term theoretical visions  However, practice as applied 
theory, it is argued, is indeed an over-simplification of the relation between 
theory and practice, and the same goes for the “what works” approach  Prac-
tice theorists like Pierre Bourdieu and Anthony Giddens have offered a way 
out of the dilemma by translating the objectivist-subjectivist dichotomy into 
a dialectical pattern in which theoretical concepts and practical findings 
should inspire one another  A fruitful relationship between theory and prac-
tice is particularly crucial in the professions, and Schrittesser argues and 
proposes a case-orientated approach both in professional education and in 
professional work  In this approach, theory represents the conceptual foun-
dation which helps to test and justify professional interventions, while the 
practical case and its specific characteristics feed theory with new know-
ledge and help to validate its reliability 

Ruth Lerchster and Gary Wagenheim present a pilot project that aims at 
examining business succession in family business systems by introducing 
a research -practice interdisciplinary partnership in family business sys-
tems  The “elephants in the room” addressed in the title of their article are 
the taboo  topics – the “undiscussables” – that represent crucial issues in 
the course of a business handover from the older to the younger genera-
tion  Theory is used as a source for meta-reflection  As practitioners become 
co- producers of knowledge, collective theories are created, taking both 
 research-based know ledge and practical wisdom into account  Cooperative 
reflection, in this way, brings assumptions (the above mentioned “undiscuss-
ables” or “elephants ”) to the surface where they can be openly dealt with  
Seen from this perspective, theory is offered to practice as a way of making 
the elephants visible and rendering taboos accessible, with the aim of cre-
ating new, actionable knowledge and helping the actors to move forward  
The authors conclude, for example, that the story-telling interview method 
represents an intervention through which new data is created whose analysis 
will trigger off a learning loop for the members of the system 
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Tom Brown’s article addresses the observation that business school gradu-
ates seem to be very capable of working with the abstract knowledge in texts, 
charts, diagrams or mathematical symbols but are not well prepared when 
confronted with ill-defined, ambiguous real-world problems  As the latter 
are more likely to be encountered in modern-day economic practice, Brown 
has developed a concept for his business ethics classes based on Boisot’s 
I-Space model, a concept that helps students to deal with the messiness of 
practice in a “zone of overlap” between formalised theory and practical wis-
dom  The model represents an organisational learning cycle by distinguish-
ing  different types of knowledge that affect business decisions and, through 
this, aims at a detailed analysis and evaluation of information flows in an 
enterprise  Brown concentrates his discussion on the so-called E-Space – the 
epistemological dimension of knowledge – and demonstrates how he tries 
to sensitise his students  to the gap between intuition and formal knowledge 
and their respective influence on information flows  

Matthijs Koopmans discusses the rationale and benefits of large-scale expe-
rimental studies in education, an approach which has been widely used for 
policy decisions in the United States in the last ten to fifteen years  Both 
practitioners  and policy-makers alike were supposed to profit from these 
 developments by being offered sound instruments for their decisions on 
effective  interventions  Koopmans argues that while large-scale  experimental 
studies do offer some benefits for the advancement of the education system, 
they also pose some challenges  The complexity of  educational interven-
tions, which seems to be reduced to simple causal relationships by  large-scale 
 studies, is one such challenge  Accordingly, the relationship between inter-
vention and outcomes is not one-dimensional, as randomised control  designs 
would seem to imply  Empirical studies which focus on the processes of 
transformation rather than solely on outcomes are therefore necessary since 
the  specificity of classroom processes challenges the regularity of cause and 
effect insinuated by large-scale experiments  For this reason, the field would 
benefit from a more extensive use of single-case designs which study in detail 
such aspects as individual learning trajectories or the interactive processes 
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in a classroom over a given period of time or which document the imple-
mentation of an intervention in all its complexity  Koopmans concludes that 
while large-scale studies can provide an evidence-based general overview of 
what works in education, a repository of single-case studies might enhance 
our qualitative knowledge of the complex dynamics of particular interven-
tions and provide detailed descriptions that add to the granularity of what 
we understand by evidence-based knowledge 

In Erna Nairz-Wirth’s and Klaus Feldmann’s paper, the necessity of a fur-
ther professionalization of teaching is discussed on the basis of empirical 
findings obtained from a study of teachers, head teachers and school drop-
outs in Austria  A new concept of teacher professionalism seems to emerge 
which underlines the role of teachers as change agents in their work with 
pupils, parents and other stakeholders in the school system  International 
studies show, however, that a culture of trust in teachers and teacher train-
ing is being increasingly replaced by control measures in several countries, 
e g  England, Australia or Sweden  According to Nairz-Wirth, reforms in the 
Austrian school system seem to be following a similar path  Indeed,  several 
studies indicate that, in response to these developments, many teachers now 
distrust proposals for reform and are hesitant in their response to any change  
Nairz-Wirth argues that Bourdieu’s field theory may offer an explanation for 
these phenomena  In Bourdieu’s critical assessment of the educational field 
and its contribution to the reproduction of social inequalities, the fields of 
professions are characterised as following their own unquestioned perspec-
tive and reproducing the pertaining habitus, tradition and custom  Against 
this background, the findings of a long-term qualitative empirical study are 
presented  An interesting finding of this study is the observation that a “dou-
ble field structure” seems to exist in one and the same school – a double 
field structure in which the field of traditional teaching approaches competes 
with that of more professional concepts of teaching with differing success  
However, the findings of this study also show that the prevailing traditional 
fields are still more powerful than the emerging new professionalism  There-
fore, Nairz-Wirth concludes, further and possibly different initiatives on the 
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part of education policy are necessary to support and stabilise new profes-
sionalism and innovation  

An artistic interpretation of the theory-practice space by the experimen-
tal artists Ruth Anderwald + Leonhard Grond rounds off the volume and 
directs  our attention to the creative dimensions that will open up when the-
ory and practice come together to mutually inspire and initialise innovation 

Maria Spindler concludes this issue with the contribution „Being a Unique 
Misfit  My Life Viewed Through the Reflective Hybrid Lens“ by telling her 
story as a reflective hybrid and invites other reflective hybrids to share their 
stories with us 

We wish you with this COS Issue 4 2  inspiring spaces, loops and solutions 
between and beyond theory and practice 
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